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comments on its evolution, biogeography, and phylogeny. Ithaca, N.Y. :
602(200) B87 v.99 no.335

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING.
Geokhimicheskie i radioaktivnye metody poiskov i razvedki mestorozhdenii
poleznnykh iskopaemykh. Leningrad : Leningradskii gornyi in-t im. G.V.
S(570) qsa39 t.111

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--NEW JERSEY.
Tollo, Richard P. Petrographic and geochemical data for Jurassic basalt
from eight cores, Newark basin, New Jersey. [Reston, VA : U.S. Geological
Survey ; 1990]
(200) R29o no.90-689

GEOCHEMISTRY.
Hinkle, Margaret E. Tabulation of N2, O2, CO2, and He
concentrations in soil gases collected daily for 11 months from 0.3-, 0.6-, 1.2-, and 2.0-m depths. [Denver, Colo.] : U.S. Geological Survey, 1990.
(200) R29o no.90-686
GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH--FRANCE--PERIODICALS.
(540) qr2rE

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA--PERIODICALS.
G(200) G29gsa

G(200) G29gsa

G(200) fG29gsat

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.)--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
(200) R29o no.79-766

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). BRANCH OF ALASKAN GEOLOGY--TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.
(200) T443a

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). CENTRAL REGION--TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.
Geological Survey (U.S.). Central Region. Telephone directory. [Denver, Colo.]: The Region.
(200) T443c

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). GEOLOGIC DIVISION.
(200) Ci no.1000 1990

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). NATIONAL MAPPING DIVISION.
759.5 S627 1990 D only

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.)--TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.
(200) T443

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). WATER RESOURCES DIVISION--HISTORY.
207(200) F72wh 1991
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). WATER RESOURCES DIVISION--TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.
*(200) T443wrd

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (U.S.). WESTERN REGION--TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.
(200) T443w

GEOLOGICAL TIME.
(570) Tc2 n.s. no.218[a]

GEOLOGY.
(200) E no.954

Trudy Instituta geologii (Institut geologii (Akademiï nauk SSSR. Komi nauchnyi tsentr)). Trudy Instituta geologii. Syktyvkar : Komi nauch. tsentr UrO AN SSSR, 1987-
G(570) Akl44t

G(570) Akl44t

GEOLOGY--ARIZONA--BUCKSKIN MOUNTAINS.
260(274) W662s 1981 D only

GEOLOGY--ARKANSAS.
Lantz, Robert J. Geological formations penetrated by the Arkansas-Louisiana gas company no. 1 Barton well on the Cecil anticline, Franklin County, Arkansas. Little Rock, Ark. : [s.n.], 1950.
(241) Ar52b no.18

GEOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--INYO COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200) R29o no.90-647-A -- (200) R29o no.90-647-A

M(200) R29o no.90-647-B -- (200) R29o no.90-647-B

GEOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--LOS ANGELES COUNTY--MAPS.
M(276)2 P262d

M(276)2 L897d
GEOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
185(276) P694g 1981 D only

GEOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--SANTA BARBARA COUNTY--MAPS.
M(276)2 C272d

M(276)2 L838ds

M(276)2 Sa32d

M(276)2 T687d

GEOLOGY--CALIFORNIA--VENTURA COUNTY--MAPS.
M(276)2 V568d

M(276)2 M892d

M(276)2 F486d

M(276)2 C142d

M(276)2 L662d

GEOLOGY--CATALOGS AND COLLECTIONS.
G(550) Q22i Anno 1 n.4
GEOLOGY--MEXICO--MAPS.
M(310)21 1990m

GEOLOGY--MICHIGAN--GOGEIBC COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200)1 no.2093

GEOLOGY--NEVADA--NYE COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200)1 no.1972

GEOLOGY--NEW JERSEY--MAPS--INDEXES.
(222)qGr no.24

GEOLOGY--NEW MEXICO--CIBOLA COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200)GQ no.1666

M(200)GQ no.1652

M(200)GQ no.1664

GEOLOGY--NEW MEXICO--CONGRESSES.
G(272)qN46f no.40

GEOLOGY--NEW MEXICO--JEMEZ MOUNTAINS REGION--MAPS.
M(272)2J398g

GEOLOGY--NEW MEXICO--MCKINLEY COUNTY--MAPS.
M(272)2V286a
GEOLOGY--NEW MEXICO--SIERRA COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200) Gq no.1886

GEOLOGY--ONTARIO.
150 qop2 no.5753

GEOLOGY--OREGON--SHEEPSHEAD MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS.
Mathews, Geoffrey W. Assessment of geology, energy, and minerals (GEM) resources, Sheepshead Mountain GRA (OR-023-18), Harney, and Malheur Counties, Oregon: [final report]. Lakewood, Colo.: TERRADATA, [1983]
403(285) M373a 1983 D only

GEOLOGY--OREGON--SUMMER LAKE REGION.
Mathews, Geoffrey W. Assessment of geology, energy, and minerals (GEM) resources, Summer Lake GRA (OR-010-27), Lake County, Oregon: [final report]. Lakewood, Colo.: TERRADATA, [1983]
203(285) M373a 1983 D only

GEOLOGY--PERIODICALS.
G(610) K834h

GEOLOGY--RESEARCH--NEW JERSEY.
(222) Op2 no.90-3

GEOLOGY--SNAKE RIVER PLAIN (IDAHO AND OR.)--MAPS.
M(200) I no.1947-A

M(200) I no.2096

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC.
201 In393f no.T207

(570) G22 t.47 1941-1950

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--CAMBRIAN.
201 In393f no.T125
GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--CENOZOIC.
(200) R29o no.90-502

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--CRETACEOUS.
201 In393f no.T211

(200) aB no.392

201 In393f no.T372

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--CRETACEOUS--MAPS.
M(200) C no.128-A

Sanchez, J. D. Stratigraphic framework, coal zone correlations, and depositional environment of the upper Cretaceous Blackhawk Formation and Star Point Sandstone in the Scofield and Beaver Creek areas, Nephi 30’x 60’ quadrangle, Wasatch Plateau coal field, Carbon County, Utah. Reston, Va.: U.S. Geological Survey; Denver, CO: For sale by Map Distribution, 1990.
M(200) C no.128-B

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--EOCENE.
689.1(530) M477 1988

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--JURASSIC.
(540) qR2d no.192

201 In393f no.T201

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--MESozoIC.
201 In393f no.T122
GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--MIOCENE.
DuBar, Jules R. Miocene depositional systems and hydrocarbon resources: the Texas coastal plain. Austin, Texas: Bureau of Economic Geology, the University of Texas, 1983.
351(245) D822m 1983 D only

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--MISSISSIPPIAN.
201 In393f no.T226

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--NEogene.
Volk, Hellmut R. Zur Geologie und Stratigraphie des Neogenbeckens von Vera, Sudost-Spanien. [1967]
203(560) V644Z 1967 D only

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--ORDOVICIAN.
260 G29s Heft 75

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PALEocene--CHARTS, DIAGRAMS, ETC.
M(200) 1 no.2012

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PALEozoic.
G(550) gSo14 v.24 suppl.B

201 In393f no.T221

(540) qR2d no.191

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PENNSYLVANIAN.
260(250) T444 no.1

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PERMian.
(200) R29o no.90-673
GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PLEISTOCENE.
QE179 .A33 no.65

201 In393f no.T175

(254) W4ic no.61

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PLIOCENE.
G(550) Q22i Anno 3 n.1

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PRE-CAMBRIAN.
201 In393f no.T132

201 In393f no.T203

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PRECAMBRIAN.
201 In393f no.T164

201 In393f no.T147

201 In393f no.T145

320 D498 no.8

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PRECAMBRIAN--CONGRESSES.
S(530) F912 Ser.C no.390
GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--PROTEROZOIC.
(200) R290 no.90-639

GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHIC--QUATERNARY.
201 In393f no.T375

(100) T no.426

(980) G84g no.22

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL.
201 In393f no.T363

(690) Si13t vyp.285

201 In393f no.T350

S(570) qSa39 t.115

201 In393f no.T157

201 In393f no.T359

GEOLOGY, STRUCTURAL--ARIZONA--BUCKSKIN MOUNTAINS.
Osborne, Gary Martin. The structural geology of the Squaw Peak area of the Buckskin Mountains, Yuma County, Arizona. 1981.
260(274) q0826s 1981 D only
GEOLGY, STRUCTURAL--INDONESIA--SUNDA FOREARC.
260(910) R444 1985 D only

GEOLGY, STRUCTURAL--MAPS.
M(222)21 G454h

India. Oil and Natural Gas Commission. Tectonic map of India. [Dehra Dun]: Oil & Natural Gas Commission, 1968.
M(640)21 1968i D only

Moustafa, Adel Ramadan. Structural geology of Sierra del Carmen, Trans-Pecos Texas. Austin, Tex.: Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin, 1988.
M(245)21 B758m

M(222)21 C426v

GEOLGY, STRUCTURAL--NEW MEXICO.
G(272) qN46f no.41

GEOLGY, STRUCTURAL--PAKISTAN.
240(648) P466s 1988 D only

GEOLGY, STRUCTURAL--PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
(930) qR no.89/11

GEOLGY--TEXAS--PECOS COUNTY--CONGRESSES.
201(245) M373 1990 D only

GEOLGY--UNITED STATES.
(200) qB no.594

GEOLGY--UTAH--BEAVER COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200) I no.1999
GEOLOGY--UTAH--CIRCLEVILLE CANYON REGION--MAPS.
M(200) I no.2000

GEOLOGY--UTAH--IRON COUNTY--MAPS.
M(200) GQ no.1690

GEOLOGY--UTAH--TOOELE COUNTY.
203(273) M383g 1970 D only

GEOLOGY--WASHINGTON (STATE)--NESPELEM REGION--MAPS.
(284) qW4o no.90-16

GEOLOGY--WEST (U.S.).
(200) R29o no.83-751

GEOLOGY--WISCONSIN--JUNEAU COUNTY.
(254) W4ic no.66

GEOLOGY--WISCONSIN--SAUK COUNTY.
(254) W4ic no.67

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAPPING--CONGRESSES.

GEOMORPHOLOGY--CHINA--TIBET, PLATEAU OF.

GEOMORPHOLOGY--FIJI--VATULELE.
(960) M518 no.2

910101-910131 GIS GISS
GEOMORPHOLOGY--INDIA--ALLAHABAD (DISTRICT).

GEOMORPHOLOGY--INDIA--ALLAHABAD (DISTRICT).

GEOMORPHOLOGY--INDIA--ALLAHABAD (DISTRICT).

GEOMORPHOLOGY--INYO NATIONAL FOREST (CALIF. AND NEV.).

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--ENVIRO...
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--FRANCE--PARIS BASIN.
Caractérisation et modélisation du réservoir géothermique du Dogger,
(540) qr2d no.184

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--MONTANA--ENNIS HOT SPRINGS REGION.
Telluric profiles and location map for the Ennis Hot Springs area, Montana.
(200) R29o no.79-1671

GLACIAL LANDFORMS--GREENLAND.
Collinson, J. D. Post-glacial mass flow and associated deposits preserved
in palaeovalleys : the late Precambrian Morøns Formation, North Greenland.
(980) G84g no.1989-21

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM--CONGRESSES.
Global positioning system : an overview. New York : Springer-Verlag, 1990,
c1989.
748 G652 1989 D only

GLOBAL SCALE ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES RESEARCH PROGRAM.
NASA/MSFC FY90 Global Scale Atmospheric Processes Research Program Review.
Washington, D.C. : National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of
Management, Scientific and Technical Information Division ; Springfield, VA :
For sale by the National Technical Information Service, 1990.
P(200) NA35cp no.3093

GNEISS--MARYLAND--BALTIMORE COUNTY.
Fisher, George Wescott. Petrology and structure of gneiss anticlines near
Baltimore, Maryland : Baltimore County, Maryland, July 15, 1989.
201 In393f no.T204

GOLD--METALLURGY--PERIODICALS.
Council, 1988-.
431 G563 MP only

GOLD MINES AND MINING--ARIZONA.
402 (274) M662 no.7

GOLD ORES--FRANCE--LIMOUSIN.
Bouchot, Vincent. Contexte géologique et structural des minéralisations
aurifères du district de Saint-Yrieix (Limousin, Massif central français).
(540) qr2d no.189

GOLD ORES--GEOLOGY.
431 G642 1991

GOLD ORES--GEOLOGY--GEORGIA--HARALSON COUNTY.
German, Jerry M. Stratigraphic implications from core drilling in the
vicinity of the Royal-Vindicator gold mine, Haralson County, Georgia.
Atlanta : Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection
Division, Georgia Geologic Survey, 1990.
(233) qG71c no.84

910101-910131 GIS GISS
GOLD--PERIODICALS.
Gold bulletin. Marshalltown, South Africa : International Gold Corp.
431 G563 MP only

GRAPH THEORY--CONGRESSES.
China-USA International Graph Theory Conference (1st : 1986 : Tsinan, China).
Graph theory and its applications : East and West : proceedings of the First
China-USA International Graph Theory Conference. New York, N.Y. : New
S(221) N51 v.576

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--CALIFORNIA--SAN FRANCISCO REGION.
Sadovskii, Aleksander M. Tests to explore the utility of gravity anomalies
and topographic data as possible predictors of locations of seismicity for
two areas in California. [Menlo Park, Calif.] : U.S. Geological Survey,
1990.
(200) R29o no.90-642

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--FLORIDA--MAPS.
Oglesby, Woodson R. Bouguer anomaly map of the Florida Peninsula and
adjoining continental shelves. [Tallahassee] : Fla. Dept. of Natural
Resources, Bureau of Geology, [1973?]
M(234)297.5 1973o

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--PUERTO RICO.
Griscom, Andrew. A gravity and aeromagnetic survey of the mid-Tertiary
sedimentary basin on the south coast of Puerto Rico. [Washington, D.C.] :
(200) R29o no.1488

GRAVITY--MEASUREMENT--CONGRESSES.
Gravity, gradiometry, and gravimetry : symposium no. 103, Edinburgh, Scotland,
297.5 G728 1989 D only

GRAVITY--NEW JERSEY--MEASUREMENT.
Ghatge, Suhas L. Gravity base station network in northern New Jersey.
Trenton, N.J. : New Jersey Dept. of Environmental Protection, Division of
Water Resources, Geological Survey : Copies may be obtained from Maps and
(222) Op2 no.90-2

GREENSTONE BELTS--CANADA--CONGRESSES.
Scientific drilling : greenstone belts and associated granitoids :
proceedings of a workshop held on 23rd and 24th November, 1988, at the
Geological Survey of Canada. Ottawa, Ont. : Planning Office, Department
of Earth Sciences, Carleton University, 1989.
G(100) C362 no.89-1

GRENADA--MAPS.
Central Intelligence Agency, 1990]
M(397) VG865u

GROUNDWATER FLOW--KANSAS.
Rutledge, A. T. Characterization of ground-water flow and chemical
Lawrence, Kan. : U.S. Geological Survey ; Denver, Colo. : Books and Open-
File Reports Section [distributor], 1990.
(200) WRi no.90-4065
GROUNDWATER FLOW--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
768 D493 no.61


GSMGRASS (COMPUTER PROGRAM).
Selner, G. I. GSMGRASS [computer file] a program to convert a GSM data base into ASCII files that can be imported directly into the Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS). Denver, Colo. : U.S. Geological Survey ; [Books and Open-File Reports Section, distributor, 1990] (200) R29o no.90-539AB

HARBORS--ALASKA.

HAWK MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS (OR.).

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--RISK ASSESSMENT--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES--UNITED STATES--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

HAZARDOUS WASTES--UNITED STATES--MANAGEMENT.

HEAVY MINERALS--IDAHO--BUTTE COUNTY.

HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS REGION--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
HISTORIC SITES--UNITED STATES--DIRECTORIES.
areas as of June 1, 1982 : index. Washington, D.C. : Department of
Interior, National Park Service : for sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S. Govt.
057.585.7(200) U35n 1982 D only

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING--DATA PROCESSING.
Helweg, Otto J. Microcomputer applications in water resources.
037.778 H448m 1991

HYDRAULICS--COMPUTER SIMULATION--CONGRESSES.
HYDROCOMP '89 (1989 : Dubrovnik, Croatia). Computational modelling and
experimental methods in hydraulics (HYDROCOMP '89). London ; New York :
778 H927c 1989

HYDROCARBONS--APPALACHIAN REGION.
Milici, Robert C. Geology and hydrocarbon potential of the Eastern
201 In393f no.T368

HYDROGEOLOGY--DICTIONARIES--POLYGLOT.
Elsevier's dictionary of environmental hydrogeology. Amsterdam ; New York :
051.1 E17h 1990

HYDROGEOLOGY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Billaux, Daniel. Hydrogéologie des milieux fracturés : géométrie,
connectivité, et comportement hydraulique. Orléans, France : Editions
(540) qr2d no.186

HYDROGEOLOGY--NEW YORK (STATE)--LONG ISLAND--MAPS.
Reston, Va. : U.S. Geological Survey ; Denver, CO : For sale by Map
M(200) Hy no.709

HYDROGEOLOGY--OKLAHOMA--MAPS.
Christenson, Scott C. Hydrogeologic maps of the Central Oklahoma Aquifer,
Oklahoma. [Reston, Va.] : U.S. Geological Survey ; Denver, CO : For sale
by Map Distribution, 1990.
M(200) R29o no.90-579 -- (200) R29o no.90-579

HYDROGEOLOGY--PERIODICALS.
Hydrogéologie. [Orléans : Editions du BRGM, c1985-
(540) qr2b2ge

HYDROGEOLOGY--SAN JUAN BASIN (N.M. AND COLO.)--MAPS.
Hydrogeology of the San Jose, Nacimiento, and Animas Formations in the San
Juan structural basin, New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona and Utah. Reston, Va. :
M(200) Hy no.720-A

M(200) Hy no.720-E

HYDROLOGIC CYCLE.
S(570) Ar4 t.417

HYDROLOGISTS--CERTIFICATION.

HYDROLOGY--ALASKA--BROOKS RANGE.
(200) R290 no.90-591

HYDROLOGY--CONGRESSES.
The Hydrological basis for water resources management. Wallingford, Oxfordshire, UK : International Association of Hydrological Sciences, 1990. 031 In736p no.197

HYDROLOGY--DATA PROCESSSING.

HYDROLOGY--FLORIDA.

HYDROLOGY--GUAM.

HYDROLOGY--KENTUCKY--BEAVER CREEK WATERSHED.

HYDROLOGY--MARYLAND--WALDORF REGION.
Wilson, John M. Geology and hydrologic assessment of coastal plain aquifers in the Waldorf area, Charles County, Maryland. [Annapolis?, Md.] : Dept. of Natural Resources, Maryland Geological Survey, 1990. (225) qM4ri no.53

HYDROLOGY--TROPICS--CONGRESSES.
HYDROMETEOROLOGY--BARENTS SEA.
S(570) Ar4 t.415

HYDROMETEOROLOGY--POLAR REGIONS.
S(570) Ar4 t.401

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER--PERIODICALS.
036.23 P432c MP only

IGNIMBRIT.
Anderson, William Bandy. Cooling history and uranium mineralization of the Buckshot ignimbrite, Presidio and Jeff Davis Counties, Texas. [1975] 439.4(245) A523c 1975 D only

ILLINOIS RIVER--CONGRESSES.

INDOOR AIR POLLUTION.

INDOOR AIR POLLUTION--CONGRESSES.

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS.
Illinois minerals. [Urbana, Ill.] : The Survey, 1990-
(253) q115mm

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY--UNITED STATES--PERIODICALS.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.

INJECTION WELLS--UNITED STATES--TESTING.

910101-910131 GIS
GISS
IRAN--MAPS.
M(660) v1990c

M(660) v1990u

IRRIGATION--TEXAS.
Report of the Board of Water Engineers for the State of Texas. Austin, Texas : Van Boeckman-Jones Co., 1915-
P(245) W3

P(245) W3

KAEVER, MATTHIAS J.
Festschrift zum 60. Geburtstag von Professor Dr. Matthias Kaever. Munster : Munstersche Forschungen zur Geologie und Paläontologie, [1989]
G(530) M888 Heft 69

KARST--SPAIN--MAPS.
M (560)547 1986i

LAND USE--CANADA--PERIODICALS.
Sustainable development : a conservation and protection newsletter. Ottawa : Canadian Wildlife Service, 1988-
P(100) L2381

LAND USE--NEW MEXICO--PLANNING--MAPS.
M (272)585.5 1989u

LAND USE--NOVA SCOTIA.
402 (120) N85ic no.22

LANDSAT SATELLITES.
(200) R29o no.78-867

LANDSAT SATELLITES--HISTORY.
739.4 M324v 1990 D only

LANDSCAPE IN ART--EXHIBITIONS.
540 (200) V563c 1989 D only
LANDSLIDES--CALIFORNIA.

LANDSLIDES--FRANCE--ALPS, FRENCH.

LANDSLIDES--PAPUA NEW GUINEA--PAUANDA RIVER REGION.

LAUNDRY INDUSTRY--CALIFORNIA.
Industrial water conservation references of industrial laundries. [Sacramento?] : California Dept. of Water Resources ; [Los Angeles?] : Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 1989. 793(276) T5281 1989 MP only

LEVEES--CALIFORNIA--DELTA REGION.

LIBRARIES--SPECIAL COLLECTIONS--SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

LIBRARY PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.

LIFE--ORIGIN--PERIODICALS.

LIGNITE GEOLOGY--TEXAS--GUIDE-BOOKS.

LIMESTONE--NOVA SCOTIA.
LIPMAN, PETER W.
201 In393f no.T320 D only

LOESS--ITALY--SCRIVIA RIVER VALLEY.
G(550) Q22i Anno 2 n.5

LONG-RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING--ARCTIC REGIONS.
Osobennosti dinamiki krupnomasshtabnykh atmosfernykh proqessov polusharich i ikh uchet v dolgosrochnykh prognozakh dlia Arktiki.
S(570) Ar4 t.416

MAGMATISM.
281 M397 1990

MAGMATISM--SOVIET UNION.
281(570) P435 1990

MANGANESE NODULES--PACIFIC OCEAN.
433(083) S474d 1979 MP only

MARINE POLLUTION.
537.5 qOcc242 v.6

MARINE RESOURCES--CONGRESSES.
S(540) qOcc2 v.16 fasc.5

MARINE RESOURCES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--CONGRESSES.
S(540) qOcc2 v.14 fasc.4

MARINE SEDIMENTS.
Biological modeling and marine sediment engineering. New York: M. Dekker, [1983]
S(200) M337 v.8 no.3
602 P172 vol.89 no.1/2

MARINE SEDIMENTS--BEAUFORT SEA.

MARINE SEDIMENTS--MID-ATLANTIC BIGHT--MAPS.

MARINE SEDIMENTS--TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS--GUIDE-BOOKS.

MARS (PLANET)--PHOTO MAPS.


MATERIALS--TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS--CONGRESSES.

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS.

MATTHEW, GEORGE FREDERIC, 1837-1923.

MERCURY (PLANET)--PHOTO MAPS.

METAMORPHISM (GEOLOGY).
METAMORPHISM (GEOLOGY) --FRANCE--PYRENEES.
G(540) qN77p no.17

METEORITE CRATERS--ONTARIO--SUDBURY REGION--CONGRESSES.
G(100) C362 no.88-2

METEOROLOGY.
510 W347 1988 VIDEOC

METEOROLOGY, MARITIME--INDIAN OCEAN.
512 fn382u 1989 MP only

METEOROLOGY--STATISTICAL METHODS.
S (570) L538t vyp.306

MICROFORMS--PRESEVATION AND STORAGE--STANDARDS.
045.7 P747 1979 D only

MIDDLE EAST--MAPS.
M (650) v19900

M (650) v19900cs

M (650) v19900cu

MIDDLE WEST--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL--VIEWS.
590 (250) 0636 1983 D only

MINE FIRES.
402 (200) Un34ic no.9272
MINERAL INDUSTRIES--ALABAMA.
(235) qA5is no.64-H

MINERAL INDUSTRIES--ALASKA.
402(286) S537b 1990

Sherman, Gary E. Analysis of Bethel, Kivalina (Red Dog), and Omalik Lagoon as port sites for use by the mineral industry. [Washington, D.C.?] : Bureau of Mines, [1990]
404(286) S537b 1990

404(286) S537a 1990

MINERAL INDUSTRIES--GOVERNMENT POLICY--UNITED STATES.
(200) D653 1986

MINERAL INDUSTRIES--GREAT BRITAIN--STATISTICS--PERIODICALS.
United Kingdom minerals yearbook. Nottingham, England : British Geological Survey, c1989-
(520) qUm

(520) qUm

MINERALOGY--LIBYA.
(710) B

MINERALOGY--MAPS.
402 M544 1990

MINERALOGY--MARYLAND--SYKESVILLE.
201 In393f no.1241

910101-910131 GIS
GISS
MINERALOGY--THERMODYNAMICS.
Summary and critique of the thermodynamic properties of rock-forming minerals.
New Haven : Kline Geology Laboratory, Yale University, 1978.
S(200) Am48 vol.278-A

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--ALASKA.
(200) E no.1058

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--DONETS BASIN (UKRAINE AND R.S.F.S.R.)--MAPS.
Karta mestorozhdenii poleznynkh iskopaemykh Bolshogo Doneeskogo basseina.
Leningrad : Komiteta po delam geologii pri SNK SSSR, 1939.
M(571)4 D717g

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--IDAHO--MAPS.
M(200) I no.1803-D

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--ILLINOIS--STATISTICS.
(253) q115imn no.105

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--MIDDLE WEST--CONGRESSES.
(200) Ci no.1043

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES--UKRAINE--MAPS.
M(571)4 1922u

MINING ENGINEERING.

425 S428 1990

MINING ENGINEERING--PERIODICALS.
Mine, petrol, gaze. [București : Oficiul de Informare Documentară pentru Industria Minieră, 1976- P(595) qM662

MISSOULA, LAKE.
201 In393f no.7310
MŁYNARSKI, MARIAN.
675 F477 1988

MONTANA--HISTORY.
Historical comparison photography : Headwaters Resource Area, Butte District.

MONTEREY BAY (CALIF.)--BATHYMETRIC MAPS.

MÖSSBAUER EFFECT--CONGRESSES.

MUDFLOWS--CHINA--YUNNAN PROVINCE.

NAMIBIA--MAPS.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (U.S.)--DIRECTORIES.

NATIONAL PARKS AND RESERVES.

NATIONAL PARKS AND RESERVES--ALASKA.
Brown, William E. This last treasure : Alaska national parklands. 1st ed. Anchorage, Alaska : Alaska Natural History Association, [c1982] 585.7(286) B768t 1982 D only

NATIONAL WATER DATA EXCHANGE.

NEOTECTONICS--SOUTH ASIA--CONGRESSES.
210(600) I573p 1986

NORPHELET FORMATION.
(235) A5 no.140

NUCLEAR FACILITIES--NEVADA--LOCATION.
(200) R29o no.78-269

OCEAN BOTTOM--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
536 O343 1986 DISK

OCEAN ENGINEERING--CONGRESSES.
530.01 Oc42 1986

OCEANOGRAPHY--PERIODICALS.
S(610) M374s MP only

Ocean physics and engineering. New York, N.Y. : Marcel Dekker, c1987-
S(200) M337

S(200) Se12

Sea frontiers (Virginia Key, Fla. : 1988). Sea frontiers. [Virginia Key, Miami, Fla. : International Oceanographic Foundation, c1986-
S(200) Se12

S(234) qSe12s

OCEANOGRAPHY--RESEARCH--PACIFIC COAST (U.S.)--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
530(200) E584 1989 MP only
OCEANOGRAPHY--SAINT LAWRENCE RIVER ESTUARY.
Oceanography of a large-scale estuarine system: the St. Lawrence. New York: Springer-Verlag, c1990.
521 L497 no.39

OCEANOGRAPHY--STATISTICAL METHODS.
S(570) M8lot vyp.185

OCHOCO NATIONAL FOREST (OR.)--ROAD MAPS.
508 (285) P673o 1989 MP only

OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY--DIRECTORIES.
057 O23

OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--CHUKCHI SEA.
585.3 (286) C575 1990 MP only

OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--MEXICO, GULF OF.
402 (200) M662os no.90-0025

OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY--PACIFIC COAST (U.S.).
467.7 (289) qS734p 1982

OIL FIELD BRINES.
467 M377g 1980

OIL FIELDS--WYOMING.
467.1 (282) qW994w 1989 D MP only

ON-LINE BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCHING--PERIODICALS.
045.9 0544rn

OPTICAL DISKS.
(200) R29o no.90-575
OPTICAL DISKS--LIBRARY APPLICATIONS.
046.7 C476 1990

ORE DEPOSITS.
410 Or3 v.5 no.5/6

ORE DEPOSITS--CONGRESSES.
(540) qR2d no. 183

ORE DEPOSITS--IDAHO--SNAKE RIVER REGION.
Roberts, Ralph Jackson. The petrography and ore deposits of the Dixie district, Idaho. 1938.
402(283) R623p 1938 D only

ORE DEPOSITS--POLAND.
(578) B86E v.6

ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY.
298.3(282) qH477o 1984 D only

ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY--CONGRESSES.
298.3 Or3 vol.16 no.1-3

OUTDOOR RECREATION--CALIFORNIA--SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
585.7(276) M362 1990

OUTDOOR RECREATION--SANTE FE NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAIL--MAPS.
585.3(200) D723sfm 1989 MP only

PACKAGE GOODS INDUSTRY--CALIFORNIA.
Industrial water conservation references of paper and packaging manufacturers. [Sacramento?]: California Dept. of Water Resources; [Los Angeles?]: Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 1989.
793(276) 1528p 1989 MP only
PALEOCEANOGRAPHY.
S (200) Am285pa v.5 no.5

PALEOECOLOGY--AFRICA--SOUTHERN--CONGRESSES.
612(700) Z66p v.19

PALEOHYDROLOGY--WYOMING.
(200) WRi no.88-4209

PALEOMAGNETISM--ARIZONA--FLAGSTAFF REGION.
(200) E no.1929

PALEONTOLOGY.
(596) B726r 1988

Texas paleontology series. Houston : Paleontology Section of the Houston Gem and Mineral Society, 1977-602(245) H687t

PALEONTOLOGY--CAMBRIAN.
203(600) Sc86t vpp.48

(845) qr466 no.7

PALEONTOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
(596) IS73a 1988

PALEONTOLOGY--CONGRESSES--GUIDE-BOOKS.
(596) IS73g 1988
PALEONTOLOGY--QUATERNARY.
G(550) Q22i Anno 2 n.2

PALEOPEDOLOGY.
518 R473s 1990

PALYNOLOGY.
Tissot, C. Sixième index bibliographique sur la morphologie des pollens d'Angiospermes = Sixth bibliographic index to the pollen morphology of Angiospermae. 1ère éd. Pondicherry, India : Institut français de Pondichéry, 1990.
S(640) In8t t.27

PALYNOLOGY--MEDITERRANEAN REGION--CONGRESSES.

PAPER--PRESERVATION--CONGRESSES.

PEAT--DICTIONARIES--POLYGLOT.

PENETROMETER--CALIBRATION.

PESTICIDES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--UNITED STATES.

PETROLEUM--CALIFORNIA, SOUTHERN--RESERVES.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING--PERIODICALS.
Revista minelor. Bucureşti : Editura Tehnică. S(594) R484 mp only
PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--ALASKA.
(200) R290 no.90-501

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
(200) R290 no.90-674

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--BOLIVIA.
467 (440) A977u 1989

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--GREENLAND.
(980) GRb nr.142

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--LOUISIANA--LA SALLE PARISH.
(237) Op636 no.90-02

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
037.467.4 L677i 1990

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--PHILIPPINES--VISAYAN ISLANDS.
(530.1) Ab Heft 70

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--SOVIET UNION.
467 (570) N298gE

467 (570) S522p 1990

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--HISTORY--PENNSYLVANIA--CONGRESSES.
G(200) qAm3g 1989 Sept.27-20
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--INDIANA--STATISTICS.
Keller, Stanley J. Oil development and production in Indiana during 1988.
(252) qM1 no.35

PETROLEUM--MEXICO, GULF OF--RESERVES.
402 (200) M662o no.90-0082

PETROLEUM--RESERVES--FORECASTING.
209 St782 no.2

PETROLOGY.
S (200) Am48 vol.280-A

PETROLOGY--OREGON.
Laudon, Robert Clark. A petrologic study of the Recent sands of the southern Oregon coast. [1968]
150 (285) L382p 1968 MP only

PETROLOGY--PERIODICALS.
Yen shih ktang wu hsueh tsa chih = Acta petrologica et mineralogica. Pei-ching : Ti chih chft pan she.
G (610) T523y MP only

PHOSPHATES--FLORIDA.
201 In393f no.T178

PHOSPHATES--KAZAKH S.S.R.
443 (695) F673 1990

PHOTOGRAMMETRY--CONGRESSES.
030 C45 no.89-001+

PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTIONS--CANADA--DIRECTORIES.
057.008 (100) G642 1984 D only
PHOTOGRAPHY IN MINERALOGY--CONGRESSES.
837 F743 1989 D only

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
504 H674 1987

503 L437 1987

PLATE TECTONICS--APPALACHIAN REGION, SOUTHERN.
201 In393f no.T167

PLATE TECTONICS--CALIFORNIA, NORTHERN.
201 In393f no.T108 MP only

PLATE TECTONICS--MEXICO CHIHUAHUA (STATE).
201 In393f no.T121

POPULATION BIOLOGY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS--CONGRESSES.
S(535) V48 v.18 fasc.3

PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)--WASHINGTON (STATE)--SAINT HELENS, MOUNT, REGION--MEASUREMENT.
(200) R29o no.90-117

PROSPECTING--GEOPHYSICAL METHODS--COMPUTER SIMULATION.
040.4 K665 1990

910101-910131 GIS
GISS
PROSPECTING--GEOPHYSICAL METHODS--CONGRESSES.
Geophysikalische Probleme bei der Suche und Erkundung von Energierrstoffen :
S(530) qF912 Ser.C no.378

Fortschritte in der Theorie geophysikalischer Verfahren und Anwendungen bei
der Erkundung fester mineralischer Rohstoffe : Vortrage zum Berg- und
Huttenmannischen Tag 1982 in Freiberg--Kolloquium 7. 1. Aufl. Leipzig :
VEB Deutscher Verlag fur Grundstoffindustrie, 1983.
S(530) qF912 Ser.C no.387

PROSPECTING--GEOPHYSICAL METHODS--soviet union--congresses.
Glubinnye isledovaniia nedr v SSSR : doklady sovetskikh geologov = Deep
crustal studies of the USSR : reports of Soviet geologists. Leningrad :
VSEGEI, 1989.
201 In393g1 1989

QUARRIES AND QUARRYING.
Hood, M. A review of water-jet-assisted rock cutting. Washington, DC :
402(200) Un34ic no.9273

QUARTZ DUST.
Organiscak, John A. Sources and characteristics of quartz dust in coal
402(200) Un34ic no.9271

RADIATION WELL LOGGING--NEVADA--NYE COUNTY.
Drilling and geohydrologic data for test hole USW UZ-1, Yucca Mountain, Nye
Survey ; Denver, CO : Books and Open-File Reports Section [distributor],
1990.
(200) R29o no.90-354

RADIOACTIVE POLLUTION OF WATER.
DelDebbio, J. A. Transport properties of radionuclides and hazardous
chemical species in soils at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant. Idaho
795.3(283) D442t 1989 MP only

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL.
Burkholder, H. C. A model for the transport of radionuclides and their
decay products through geologic media : technical report. [Columbus,
Ohio] : Battelle Memorial Institute, Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation ;
Springfield, Va. : available from National Technical Information Service,
1979.
P(200) En27onwi no.11

Johnson, Gary L. Thermal performance of a buried nuclear waste container
storing a hybrid mix of PWR and BWR spent fuel rods. [Berkeley, Calif.] :
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, [1988]
795.3 J636t 1988 D only
McCright, R. D. An annotated history of container candidate material selection. [Berkeley, Calif.] : Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, [1988]

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THE GROUND.
P(200) En27onwi no.17

RADIOISOTOPES IN HYDROLOGY.

RADIOLARIA, FOSSIL--COSTA RICA--NICOYA REGION.
G(530) M888 Heft 68

RADON--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.
(200) R29o no.90-648

RADON--SOURCES.
Gogolak, Carl V. Review of $^{222}$Rn in natural gas produced from unconventional sources. New York : Environmental Measurements Laboratory, [1980]
856 G636r 1980

RADON--TOXICOLOGY.
514(200) R326 1989 MP only

RAIN AND RAINFALL--BRAZIL.
P(410) Su22rdm

RAIN AND RAINFALL--ITALY--SCRIVIA RIVER VALLEY.
G(550) G22i Anno 3 no.2

REEFS--FLORIDA.
201 In393f no.1176
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL--UNITED STATES--STATISTICS.
799.5 (200) C522 1990 MP only

REMOTE SENSING--COLORADO.
201 In393f no.T182

RESEARCH, INDUSTRIAL--UNITED STATES--COSTS--STATISTICS.
065.1 (200) G463 1988 MP only

RESEARCH LIBRARIES--UNITED STATES.
045.1 Sy87 no.162

RIPARIAN FLORA--WHITE RIVER REGION (COLO. AND UTAH)--HISTORY.
920 (271) A833h 1988 D only

RIVER CHANNELS.
Ruslovye protsesssy rek i dinamika vodoemov : [sbornik nauchnykh rabot].
780 (570) R92t vyp.337

RIVER CHANNELS--PUERTO RICO--STATISTICS.
(200) R29o no.78-882

RIVER SEDIMENTS--CALIFORNIA--MONTEREY COUNTY.
(276) C40fr no.77-5SF

RIVER SEDIMENTS--SAINT LAWRENCE RIVER.
P (100) qIn5tb no.147

RIVERS--SWITZERLAND--REGULATION.
552 (535) V572s 1986 MP only
ROAD CONSTRUCTION--CALIFORNIA--SAN MATEO COUNTY.
Record of public hearing covering proposed improvements to Route 1 in the
Devils Slide area of San Mateo County, January 12, 1984 ... [San
Francisco, Calif.]: State of California, Business and Transportation Agency,
Dept. of Transportation, District 4, [1984]
774(276) R436 1984 MP only

ROADSIDE REST AREAS.
Rest areas, wetlands, and hydrology. Washington, D.C.: Transportation
S(200) N363trer no.1224

ROCK DEFORMATION--APPALACHIAN REGION.
Woodward, Nicholas B. Geometry and deformation fabrics in the central and
southern Appalachian Valley and Ridge and Blue Ridge: Frederick, Maryland
Geophysical Union, c1989.
201 In393f no.T357

ROCKS, CARBONATE--PARADOX BASIN.
Baars, Donald L. Shelf carbonates of the Paradox Basin San Juan River
field trip: Bluff to Lake Powell, Utah, July 3-9, 1989. Washington, D.C.: 
American Geophysical Union, c1989.
201 In393f no.T124

ROCKS, CARBONATE--TEXAS.
Moore, Clyde H. Carbonate rock sequences from the Cretaceous of Texas :
San Antonio to Austin, Texas, July 20-26, 1989. Washington, D.C.: 
American Geophysical Union, c1989.
201 In393f no.T376

ROCKS, METAMORPHIC.
190 qAu45am 1990

ROCKS, METAMORPHIC--VIRGINIA.
Drake, Avery Ala. Metamorphic rocks of the Potomac terrane in the Potomac
Valley of Virginia and Maryland: the Piedmont of Fairfax County, Virginia,
July 13 and 18, 1989. Washington, D.C.: American Geophysical Union, 
c1989.
201 In393f no.T202

ROCKS, SEDIMENTARY--GERMANY.
Geogenetische Definitionen quartärer Lockergesteine für die Geologische
Karte 1:25 000 (GK 25). Hannover: Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften 
(530.1) Aa Heft 112

ROCKS, ULTRABASIC--APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS.
Mafic and ultramafic rocks of the Appalachian orogen: a collection of papers.
Knoxville, Tenn.: Dept. of Geological Sciences, University of Tennessee, 
1984.
S(200) Am48 vol.284 no.4-5

RUNOFF--KANSAS.
Jordan, Paul Robert. Rainfall-runoff relations and expected streamflow in 
western Kansas. [Lawrence, Kan.]: Kansas Water Office, State of Kansas, 
1982.
780(267) qK142b no.25
SALINE WATERS--COLORADO RIVER WATERSHED (COLO.-MEX.).
1987 joint evaluation of salinity control programs in the Colorado River Basin. [Denver, Colo.] : Bureau of Reclamation, [1987]
780 (271) En33n 1987

SAN ANDREAS FAULT (CALIF.).
(200) q8 no.1515

SAN ANDREAS FAULT (CALIF.)--GUIDE-BOOKS.
201 In393f no.T309

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY DRAINAGE PROGRAM.
Developing options : an overview of efforts to solve agricultural drainage and drainage-related problems in the San Joaquin Valley. [Sacramento : San Joaquin Valley Drainage Program, 1987]
555 (276) D483 1987

SAN MATEO COUNTY (CALIF.)--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.
585.5 (276) S365ss 1985 MP only

SAND DUNES--MAINE--SACO--MAPS.
M (211)549 Sal4d

SANDSTONE--WASHINGTON (STATE)--MAPS.
M (200) R29o no.79-293

SANTA FE NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAIL.
585.3(200) D726st 1990 MP only

SATELLITE HYDROLOGY PROGRAM.
P (200) NO22sha

SATELLEITES--JUPITER (PLANET)--PHOTO MAPS.
M (200) I no.2062

910101-910131 GIS
GISS
M(200) I no.2068

M(200) I no.2076

M(200) I no.2075

M(200) I no.2074

M(200) I no.2070

M(200) I no.2069

M(200) I no.1887

SCIENCE--MISCELLANEA.
509 qF672 1990 D only

SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITIONS--ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
S(570) So88t t.86

S(570) So88t t.85

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES--DIRECTORIES.
040.030 qL524 1988
SCIENTISTS--UNITED STATES--STATISTICS.
056 N374 1988 MP only

SEA ICE.
Wu, Kam Hung. Step frequency radar. [1979?]
848.5 W842s 1979 D only

SEA LEVEL--DATA BASES.
Miller, Dennis B. Preliminary development of a seashore-effects analysis system. Oak Ridge, Tenn.: Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Springfield, Va.: NTIS, [1989]
521 M544c 1989

SEA-WATER--COMPOSITION.
530 L336s 1969 MP only

SEA-WATER--THERMODYNAMICS.
Thermodynamics of seawater: the PVT properties. New York: M.Dekker, [1982?]
S(200) M337 v.7 no.4

SEARCHING, BIBLIOGRAPHICAL--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
(200) R29o no.485 DISK

SEDIMENT, SUSPENDED--NORTH SEA.
G(530) H17 Heft 65

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT.
Newson, Malcolm David. Land and water: the "river look" on the face of geography. [Newcastle upon Tyne]: Department of Geography, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, [1987]
552 qN4871 1987

213 U867 1990

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Shen, Hsieh Wen. Alluvial river bed transport process with graded material. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California, [1990]
(200) S536a 1990

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--PENNSYLVANIA.
Pizzuto, James E. A linear bank erosion equation for Piedmont streams.
Newark, DE: Dept. of Geology, University of Delaware, [1988?]
213[223] P5991 1988
SEDIMENTARY BASINS--APPALACHIAN REGION.
201 In393f no.T152

SEDIMENTARY BASINS--CANADA--CONGRESSES.
G(100) C362 no.89-3

SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES--NEW YORK (STATE).
201 In393f no.T156

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION.
Ebans, W. J. Recent carbonate sedimentation and diagenesis Ambergris Cay, British Honduras. Houston, Tex. : Rice University Dept. of Geology, 1967. 213 (382) E236r 1967 D only

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--ALASKA.
P(200) DS5r no.90-4

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS.
201 In393f no.T161

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--LIGURIAN SEA.

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--LOUISIANA.
201 In393f no.T170

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--NORTH CAROLINA--OUTER BANKS.
201 In393f no.T171
SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--SOUTH CAROLINA.
201 In393f no.T371

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--MARYLAND.
201 In393f no.T214

SEDIMENTS (GEOLOGY)--ALASKA--BROOKS RANGE.
(200) R29o no.79-228

SEDIMENTS (GEOLOGY)--CHESAPEAKE BAY (MD. AND VA.).
201 In393f no.T231

SEDIMENTS (GEOLOGY)--MONTANA--LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY.
(200) R29o no.90-469

SEISMIC PROSPECTING.
S(570) qSa39 t.113

SEISMIC REFRACTION METHOD--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
(200) R29o no.79-1662

SEISMOLOGY.
240

SEISMOLOGY--COSTA RICA--STATISTICS--PERIODICALS.
S(386) B643

SEISMOLOGY--JAPAN--PERIODICALS.
240(620) J27sb D MP only
Seismological bulletin of the Central Meteorological Observatory, Japan.
Tokyo: Central Meteorological Observatory, Tokyo, Japan.
240 (620) J27sb D only

SEISMOLOGY--NORTH AMERICA.
Toksoz, M. N. Attenuation of ground motion in the northeastern United
States and eastern Canada: final report to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Earth Resources Laboratory, [1990]
(200) T647a 1990

SEISMOLOGY--OHIO--OBSERVATIONS--PERIODICALS.
John Carroll University seismic network bulletin. [Cleveland, Ohio]: John
Carroll University Seismological Observatory, 1987-
240 (251) J636s

SEISMOLOGY--RESEARCH.
Kanamori, H. Earthquake and seismicity research: annual technical report,
1 December 1987 - 30 November 1988. Pasadena, Calif.: California
Institute of Technology Seismological Laboratory, [1989]
240 K362e 1989

SEISMOLOGY--UNITED STATES--OBSERVATION.
Section [distributor], 1990.
(200) Ci no.1057

SENEGAL--GAZETTEERS.
Gazetteer of Senegal: names approved by the United States Board on
1990.
506 Un28g Senegal 1990

SEWAGE DISPOSAL--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
Cox, Edward R. Preliminary study of wastewater movement in Yellowstone
(200) R29o no.79-684

SHALE OILS.
Shale oil. Los Angeles, Calif.: Occidental Petroleum Corp., [1980?]
467 (200) S524 1980 D only

SILTSTONE--SOUTH DAKOTA--HARDING COUNTY.
Arcilise, Casper. Uraniferous siltstone of the Lonesome Pete no.2 claim,
South Cave Hills, Harding County, South Dakota. 1957.
126.2 (265) A724u 1957 D only

SNOW--SOVIET UNION.
Fizika sneega, laviny, seli: [sbornik nauchnykh trudov]. Moskva:
S (570) N146t vyp.78

SNOW SURVEYS--COLORADO--PERIODICALS.
Colorado water supply outlook and federal-state-private cooperative snow
surveys. Washington, D.C.: The Service; Denver, Colo.: Soil
Conservation Service [distributor], [1988-
P (200) A36sc
SNOW SURVEYS--UTAH--PERIODICALS.
Utah water supply outlook and federal-state-private cooperative snow surveys. Salt Lake City, Utah : Soil Conservation Service.
P(200) A36wsu

SOIL EROSION--PHILIPPINES--CONGRESSES.
213(920) S644 1985

SOIL MATRIC POTENTIAL--DATA PROCESSING.
941 L977i 1968

SOIL MECHANICS.
768 L58s 1981 D only

768 W588b 1990 D only

SOIL MECHANICS--CONGRESSES.
768.1 qin81p 1989

SOIL MICROBIOLOGY.
941 J553m 1989 D only

SOIL MOISTURE--FRANCE--ARDÈCHE RIVER WATERSHED--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
944(540) B473v 1989

SOIL MOISTURE--KAZAKH S.S.R.
780(570) R92t vyp.334

SOIL SURVEYS--MICHIGAN--OGEMAW COUNTY.
SOIL SURVEYS--NORTH CAROLINA--COLUMBUS COUNTY.
941(200) Un34N8 Columbus Co. 1990

SOILS--MINNESOTA--MURRAY COUNTY--MAPS.
941(200) Un34M5 Murray County 1990

SOILS--SOUTH DAKOTA--MANGANESE CONTENT.
(265) qS3ri no.113

SOILS--UKRAINE--MAPS.
M(571)941 1900m

SOLAR SYSTEM.
295 G293 v.31

SOLUTION (CHEMISTRY).
780 W373 no.5

SPACE PROBES.
739 S974E 1990

SPILLWAYS--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION--MODELS.
791(274) F749h 1990 D only

SPITZBERGEN ISLAND (NORWAY)--EXPLORING EXPEDITIONS.
Polskie Wyprawy Spitzbergeńskie. Results of Investigations of the Geographical Research Expedition, Spitsbergen, 1985. V Brné :
Univerzita J.E. Purkyne, c1988.
S(532) B77fg no.24

STONE INDUSTRY AND TRADE--VERMONT.
American Geophysical Union, c1989.
201 In393f no.T362

STORMS--CALIFORNIA--SAN DIEGO REGION.
533(276) S262 1984 MP only
STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION--AUSTRALIA.
602 (600) H518 no.9

STREAM MEASUREMENTS--OKLAHOMA.
(200) R29o no.78-166

STREAM MEASUREMENTS--RIO GRANDE.
783 (270) F648 1956 D only

STREAM MEASUREMENTS--TRUCKEE RIVER (CALIF. AND NEV.).
(200) R29o no.80-435

STREAMFLOW OREGON.
(200) R29o no.90-118

STRIP MINING--OHIO.
(200) WR1 no.90-4136

STROMATOLITES--GREAT BAHAMA BANK--GUIDE-BOOKS.
201 In393f no.T373

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY--AUSTRIA--CARINTHIA.
260 (533) K738m 1989

SUBMARINE TOPOGRAPHY.
523 L578r 1990

SUBMERGED LANDS--ITALY.
G (550) G221 Anno 2 n.1
SUBSIDENCES (EARTH MOVEMENTS) -- ALASKA -- COOK INLET.

SULPHUR DEPOSITS -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS -- NORTHEASTERN STATES.

SURVEYING -- PERIODICALS.
L&MS : an official publication of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. London : RICS Journals, 1990-S(510) qL228

TEXAS -- CLIMATE -- MAPS.

THERMAL ANALYSIS.

THRUST FAULTS (GEOLOGY) -- ALABAMA -- APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS.

THRUST FAULTS (GEOLOGY)--IDAHO--GUIDE-BOOKS.

THRUST FAULTS (GEOLOGY) -- PAKISTAN -- SALT RANGE.
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